Evolutionary transitions in individuality are central to the emergence of biological complexity. Recent 26 experiments provide glimpses of processes underpinning the transition from single cells to multicellular 27 life and draw attention to the critical role of ecology. Here we emphasise this ecological dimension and 28 argue that its current absence from theoretical frameworks hampers development of general explanatory 29 solutions. Using mechanistic mathematical models, we show how a minimal ecological structure 30 comprised of patchily distributed resources and between patch dispersal can scaffold Darwinian-like 31
INTRODUCTION 41
Evolutionary transitions in individuality (ETIs) are central to the emergence of biological complexity 1-3 . 42
Each ETI involved the formation of collective-level entities from the interaction of particles 4,5 . For 43 example, chromosomes evolved from the joining of once independently replicating genes. Multicellular 44 life evolved from independently replicating cells. In certain insects, eusociality evolved from 45 independently replicating multicellular types. 46
Central to each of these transitions was the emergence of properties at the newly formed level that 47 allowed individuals -at the newly formed level -to participate directly in the process of evolution by 48 natural selection 5-9 . This required newly formed collectives to be discrete and vary one to another, to 49 reproduce and to leave offspring that resemble parental types 10 . These essential and intertwined 50
Darwinian properties of variation, differential reproduction and heredity are such fundamental features 51 of living systems that it is easy to overlook the fact that individuality is a derived state and in need of 52 evolutionary explanation 3,7-9,11-13 . 53
With focus on multicellular life, it is evident that reproduction, in even simple multicellular forms, is a 54 complex process 9, 11, 12, 14 . It is therefore tempting to invoke selection as its cause. But this is problematic 55 because the earliest collectives lacked capacity for collective-level reproduction and thus to invoke 56 selection at the collective level as the cause of collective-level reproduction is to invoke the trait 57 requiring explanation as the cause of its own evolution. Clearly such an explanation is unsatisfactory. 58
One way to avoid this dilemma is to recognise opportunities for co-option of pre-existing cellular traits. 59
For example, in the colonial volvocine algae, group formation evolved by co-option and expansion of 60 cell cycle regulation evident in unicellular Chlamydomonas 15 . In experimentally evolved snowflake yeast, 61 collective-level reproduction emerged via co-option of apoptotic capacity already apparent in single cell 62 precursors 16 . 63
We do not wish to downplay the importance of co-option, but there is conceivable value in asking 64
whether Darwinian properties at the collective level might emerge in the absence of co-option. Such a 65 take-nothing-for-granted line of inquiry presents a challenge as it requires conceiving possibilities for 66 the emergence of properties essential for collectives to participate in the process of evolution by natural 67 selection from starting states that lack any manifestation of collective-level Darwinian properties. In 68 essence it begs explanations for how Darwinian properties might emerge from non-Darwinian entities 69 and therefore by non-Darwinian means. Solutions stand to inform not only how multicellular states 70 arise from single cells, but how Darwinian properties might emerge during each of the major 71 evolutionary transitions, including that from non-living matter. 72
A solution that we advance draws heavily on ecology, the significance of which we suggest has been 73 overlooked -even though the importance of population structure has been emphasised by literature 74 on the levels of selection 17 . It recognises that Darwinian properties can be "scaffolded" by the 75 environment -that these properties can be exogenously imposed in such a way as to cause lower level 76 entities (e.g., cells) to become unwitting participants in a selective process that occurs over a longer 77 timescale than the timescale over which cell-level selection occurs, and as part of a larger entity (a 78 collective). In time, such exogenously imposed -Darwinian-like -properties stand to become 79 endogenous features of evolving systems (for development of general views on scaffolding processes 80 see 18 ). 81
Ecological scaffolding underpinned a recent (and on-going) experimental exploration of the evolution 82 of multicellularity 19, 20 . Discrete lineages established from the bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens were 83 propagated under conditions that required, for long-term persistence, repeated completion a two-phase 84 life cycle involving soma and germ-like states. In the experiment, variation was discretised using glass 85 microcosms, but the design is loosely analogous with an environment such as a pond in which reeds 86 extend from the water 19, 21 . Each reed allows establishment of a single microbial mat (the soma-like 87 phase), with the spacing of reeds ensuring variation at the level of mats. Mats that collapse, for 88 example, through physical disturbance, are extinguished, allowing the possibility that an extant mat 89 might, via production of a dispersing (germ-like) phase, increase its representation among the 90 population of mats. Thus, the possibility of a selective process unfolds at the level of mats. After ten 91 lifecycle generations, the fitness of derived mats significantly improved, with the most successful lineage 92 having even evolved a simple genetic switch that ensured reliable developmental change between soma 93 and germ-line phases 19 . Not only does this study demonstrate that scaffolding works, but it also shows 94 that externally imposed Darwinian properties can begin the shift toward endogenisation exemplifying 95
Van Valen's view that "evolution is the control of development by ecology" 22 . 96
Our goal here is to show how a minimal set of ecological conditions (and ensuing evolutionary 97 responses) can effect evolutionary transitions in individuality. We take inspiration from the the 98 experimental Pseudomonas studies, but simplify the ecological context in order to produce a minimal 99 mechanistic model. Although our focus is the transition from single cells to multicellular life, we argue 100 that the concept of ecological scaffolding is relevant to other transitions. It also makes predictions 101
concerning the life history of certain pathogens and serves as an ecological recipe for top-down 102 engineering of populations and communities. 103 104 RESULTS 105
Scaffolding Darwinian properties 106
Before moving to mathematical models, we describe the simplest conceivable example of a population 107 structure that confers Darwinian-like properties on collectives of particles (cells). Consider an 108 environment in which resources are distributed across patches. A single cell founds a patch. Available 109 resources allow exponential growth of the founding type, however, because resources within patches are 110 finite, they are rapidly depleted causing the population to decline (equations describing the birth / 111 death process and relationship with resources are described in the Methods section). Long-term 112 persistence of cells requires dispersal to a new patch. Dispersal occurs at a fixed regular time interval 113 via, for example, some external factor such as wind, water splash or tidal flow. 114
Cell fate within the environment of patches depends on performance over two timescales. The first 115 timescale is defined by the doubling time of cells. The second is defined by the timing of dispersal 116 events. To make apparent impact of the second timescale on ensuing evolutionary dynamics, consider a 117 second variant cell. This type grows faster than the former (cells consume resources more rapidly), 118 which means that in a patch founded by both types, faster growing cells rapidly exclude slower growing 119 cells. In the following we therefore limit the number of colonisers to a single founding cell type, thus 120 limiting within patch competition. 121
Consider a single slow (depicted in Figure 1 as green) and fast (blue) cell that colonise separate patches 122 ( Figure 1 ). Cells of both types grow and divide, but different growth rates mean that blue cells deplete 123 resources more rapidly than green cells. If dispersal occurs early ( Figure 1A ) when cells are in 124 exponential growth, then the number of extant blue cells exceeds the number of green cells and thus 125 are founded by single cells) that are also features of the founding cells. These properties are externally 136 imposed (scaffolded) on patches by virtue of the structure of the environment. 137
Note that we refer to the properties of patches as "Darwinian-like". Indeed, it makes no sense to think 138 of patches as multicellular organisms (they are not) -if the ecological scaffold was to be removed 139 (patchily distributed resources and a means of dispersal) -the Darwinian-like properties of the patches 140 would instantly disappear. Yet, under the scenario outlined, cell fate is determined by selective 141 conditions operating over the second (longer) timescale, just as if the cells themselves were members of 142 multicellular collectives. Such a scaffolded framework of patch-level selection, based on nothing other 143 than patchily distributed resources and a means of dispersal between patches, establishes conditions 144 sufficient for the evolution of traits that are adaptive at the level of patches. We elaborate the 145 mechanistic bases using models developed in the following section, but firstly comment on the 146 connection between the heuristic model outlined above and previous models. 147
The basic structure of our model, with patchy environments and a dispersal process, bears some 148 similarity to various models of group selection, including models of Wright's shifting balance theory 23-149 25 , Maynard Smith's haystack model 26 and others 27,28 . Our model differs from these in both its emphasis 150
on mechanism and what it attempts to explain. Earlier models, with some exceptions 29,30 , are 151 phenomenological, that is, they are constructed in a way that captures the relationship between variables 152 and the problem under consideration 31 . Hence, while they capture the action of various forms of group 153 selection, they are compatible with a range of causal structures. In contrast, our model is mechanistic 154 and so evolutionary change can be understood in terms of the underlying non-linear dynamics of 155 particles and the feedback that arises from interaction with the timing of dispersal. This allows 156 transparent elaboration of the model, including the possibility of future systematic explorations of the 157 robustness of ecological scaffolding. Another key difference to earlier standard group selection models is 158 that our focus is the evolution of groups as units of selection in their own right and not the effect of 159 group structure on the evolution of behaviours that are costly to individual cells, such as altruism 27, 32 . 160
Further connections though are possible and we draw particular attention to connections with the levels 161 of selection literature 3, 33 . Early stages of evolutionary transitions are often seen as being encapsulated by 162 the multilevel selection 1 (MLS1) framework, as defined by, for example, trait group models 27 . In these 163 models group fitness is the average (or sum) of the fitness of the cells that comprise collectives. The The bottleneck wrought at the moment of dispersal means that types founding new patches are freed 188 from competition with faster growing types. Figure 2 shows the number of cells within a patch for a 189 single realisation with initial (arbitrarily chosen) growth rate = 1.8. The bottleneck imposes a strong 190 homogeneity on the composition of the patch as the original population has to grow significantly before 191 mutants start to arise. The peak (maximum) number of cells within the patch is reached at time = 192 16.5, thus for cells with this initial growth rate, setting a dispersal time of = 10 is fast (i.e., still within 193 the exponentially growing phase), and = 30 is slow (cells have significantly declined since their peak 194 numbers). Under the slow dispersal regime this results in the seemingly counter intuitive finding that patch fitness 223 increases at the expense of cell fitness ( Figures 3A and 3B ). Yet within our model, this is readily 224 explained: fitness of a cell is measured over the short timescale while patch fitness is measured over the 225 long timescale 37,38 . This captures precisely -and explains mechanistically -the notion of "fitness 226 decoupling" thought to occur during the earliest stages of the evolution of multicellular life, but which 227 has often been difficult to intuit 3, 39 . 228
Under the fast dispersal regime, fast growing cells are favoured both within patches and over the second 229 timescale. From the perspective of the evolution of multicellular life, the selection regime imposes the 230 same directionality at both timescales leading to the view that fitness at both timescales (levels) are 231 "coupled". 232
It is interesting to note the difference in speed of the selective response under the two dispersal regimes 233 and also the magnitude of difference in patch population size at equilibrium. The slower response 234 under the slow dispersal regime is a consequence of the time taken for slow growing mutants to invade 235 from rare in the face of within-patch competition for fast growth. The maximum population size under 236 the fast dispersal regime (for these parameters) is a consequence of the imposed maximum limit on the 237 growth rate. If faster rates were allowed, then larger population sizes would evolve (up to a limit where 238 rate maximises patch size at the dispersal time). It is important to emphasise that the parameters and timescales chosen in the above simulations are 245 arbitrary. For any initial growth rate > 1, it is always possible to choose fast and slow dispersal times 246 relative to the time of the peak patch population that will result in selection over the timescale of 247 dispersal feeding back to affect the growth rate of cells. In contrast, if the dispersal time is equal to the 248 initial peak time, then no evolutionary change in cell growth rate will be observed. 249
Synchronicity of dispersal 250
The analysis above assumes a predictable environment: resources within patches are identical for all 251 patches, the time at which patches are seeded by new colonists is fixed, and so is the time interval until 252 dispersal. In this section we explore relaxation of this strict ecology and do so by two adjustments to 253 the model. In the first, variance in the time at which patches are seeded with new propagules is 254 introduced. In the second, the level of resource available in each patch is varied. 255
Variance in the growth time until dispersal is introduced by allowing each patch to grow for a period of 256 time ∼ norm( , 6 ). This leads to variance in the size of the population of cells within patches at the 257 time of dispersal. We consider only mean dispersal times that result in tension between the short and 258 long-term interest of cells and patches. 259 Figure 5 shows evolution of the average growth rate of cells and patch size for a fixed mean ( = 30), 260 but with increasing variance in the growth time before dispersal. For small values of the dynamics 261
show little change, but the effect is pronounced for larger values of . The average growth rate at 262 equilibrium increases slightly, but the main effect is reduction in the average time for the equilibrium 263 state to be realised. The results are readily explained: increasing levels of variance reduces correlation 264 between growth rate of the initial founding cell and the phenotype of the patch (its size at dispersal). 265
Hence the correlation between the size of a patch at dispersal and the size of its parent is reduced, thus 266 reducing the relationship between parent and offspring patches. 267
Differences in average patch size, both at the beginning and end of the process are explained by 268 distributions in patch size that are induced by the variance in growth period across the patches in a 269 single generation. This is visualised in Figure 5A and B. With no variance ( 6 = 0), the size of patches 270 is homogeneous, with small size differences caused only by mutations within the patch. Variability in 271 growth time leads directly to variability in patch size at dispersal time. As variance in increases so does 272 variance in patch size. 273
The system begins out of equilibrium, that is, with dispersal time being much longer than the average 274 time for populations within patches to peak. As variance in growth time increases, the likelihood that 275 patches with large numbers of individuals at the time of dispersal increases, thus skewing the size 276 distribution of patches in the next generation of patches ( Figure 5A ). Once at equilibrium ( Figure 5B ), 277 the average peak population time within a patch coincides approximately with the mean growth time 278 before dispersal. This means that patches in which cells grow for shorter or longer times harbour 279 populations with reduced population sizes compared to the average, hence mean patch population size 280 at equilibrium is reduced when compared with the treatment in which populations are seeded at the 281 same time. Also affected by increasing variance is average cell growth rate. This decreases even when 282
the time of patch seeding shows maximal variance, but both the rate of reduction is lowered and the 283 equilibrium growth rate is higher. Thus as long as average patch size correlates with the growth rate of 284 the initial colonist cell, evolution in growth rate is observed. 285
The second route to reduce environmental predictability is via adjustments in the initial amount of 286 resource in each patch. The simplest way is to introduce variance in , the initial resource in a patch. 287
Interestingly, this has minimal effect on the evolutionary dynamics (see Figure S4 ): individual 288 realisations become noisier, but the average rate of change in the growth rate and the equilibrium 289 remain unchanged. This is because variability in introduces variability in the number of cells within 290 each patch (patch size) at the time of dispersal (more resource allows more growth), but the time for the 291 population to peak is independent of due to scaling of the growth rate assumed in the model (more 292 resource implies a larger patch volume so the concentration per unit volume remains the same). This 293 type of variability therefore creates variation in patch population size that is symmetric about the 294 average, hence mean patch size and the mean dynamics do not change. This is in contrast to the 295 situation described above where variability is introduced into the seeding time, which leads to non-296 symmetric patch size distributions. 297
An alternate manipulation is to vary the concentration of resource in each patch, while keeping the 298 volume fixed (see Methods). This introduces differences in the time for each patch population to reach 299 its peak, leading to effects similar to those observed for changes in the timing of patch seeding ( Figure  300 S5). For this case there is a limit to the degree of variance that can be added because if the 301 concentration of resource is too small, the population fails to grow. 302
Overall these results show that scaffolding of Darwinian properties on collectives is robust to variance in 303 the timing of dispersal: despite introduction of significant variation in the time of seeding patches and 304 concentration of resources within patches, cells within patches continue to evolve as if members of 305 multicellular collectives, with the fitness of cells decoupling from the fitness of patches. Evident in the 306 analysis is the importance of the interaction between timescales. The time at which the population 307 peaks and its correlation with average patch size as determined by the initial growth rate and resource, 308 determines the speed of the evolutionary dynamics and its equilibrium state. Analysis using a Price 309 equation-based approach 40 would likely lead to similar conclusions, but this would be difficult to derive 310 and calculate due to the non-linear nature of our model. Additionally, without an underlying 311 mechanistic model, the Price approach would not provide an explanation for the observed dynamics or 312 the variability in individual trajectories. 313
Evolution of patch traits 314
The above model shows how a second timescale, defined by dispersal events necessary for establishment 315 of new patches, affects the evolution of cell growth rate, and how changes in cell growth rate affect the 316 evolutionary dynamics of patches. From the patch perspective, derived patches are more fit than 317 ancestral patches, but this is not a consequence of traits adaptive at the patch level. Under both slow 318 and fast dispersal regimes, selection favours cells whose growth rate maximises the number of cells 319 available for dispersal. Changes in cell growth rate thus fully explain the evolutionary dynamics of 320 patches. This cell-level perspective further emphasises the previous comment that patches are not to be 321 confused with even the most basic manifestations of multicellular life forms. 322
Nonetheless, an ecological scaffold that couples short and long-term timescale dynamics establishes kin 323 groups 41 , conducive to the evolution of traits adaptive at the level of patches. By this we mean traits 324 that would be difficult to explain from the view point of cells. This prediction becomes intuitive upon 325 switching perspectives, from cell-level to patch-level. Although patches are endowed with Darwinian-326 like properties, there is scope for patches to evolve genuine Darwinian properties -in a ratchet-like 327 manner 42 -so that patches participate in the process of evolution by natural selection and thus become 328 bearers of adaptations at the patch level. To investigate this possibility the basic model is extended to include two types of cell. The first type, 335 which we denote G, is essentially the same as in our first model, with the exception that at each 336 reproduction event there is some probability, , that instead of giving rise to another G cell, a different 337 cell type, denoted S, is produced instead. S cells also consume resources, but unlike G cells, S cells 338 cannot replicate or be dispersed. The production of S cells is thus costly: they deplete resources and 339 reduce the number of cells available for dispersal. Full mathematical details of the model are given in 340
Methods and the Supplementary Information file. The phenotype of G cells is quantified by their 341 growth rate, , and the probability of production of S cells, . All other parameters are fixed. 342
In this formulation, S cells are a rough approximation for soma. Like soma, S cells are an evolutionary 343 dead end. In this switch to considering S cells as proxy for soma, it follows that G cells approximate 344 germ cells: like germ cells, these dispersing cells found the next collective generation. 345
To connect with our previous results, simulations of the model were first performed with dispersal 346 depending solely on the number of G cells within the patch at the time of dispersal, thus patches that 347 optimise the number of G cells maximise the number of descendent patches. As to be expected given 348 the cost of maintaining S cells, in repeated simulations of the model in which mutation affects both 349 growth rate and the probability of production of S cells, the rate of S cell production under both slow 350 and fast dispersal regimes declines to zero ( Figure 6A scenario the equilibrium cell growth rate is higher than when dispersal depends solely on the number of 362 G cells (contrast this with the solid lines in Figures 6A and D) . This is because increased production of 363 S cells slows the rate of production of G cells allowing the population to peak at a comparatively higher 364 growth rate. Mean patch fitness depends on the contribution that S cells make toward dispersal of G 365
types. 366
The time to fully reach equilibrium for the case where = 30 and where both cell types contribute 367 towards dispersal, is much longer for this model than in the previous version. This is because the fitness 368 landscape is flat in the region of the equilibrium point. This means that a broad combination of values 369 of and give very similar patch fitnesses. This also manifests in large fluctuations in the value of 370 seen for individual realisations in Figure 6E . Simulations that run for 2,000 generations show eventual 371 convergence (see Figures S7 and S8 in the Supplementary Information file). The strength of the 372 dispersal assistance, , affects the exact equilibrium, but over a certain threshold becomes relatively 373
insensitive to the precise value (see Figure S10 in the supplementary material). This is because in the 374 model there is an inherent tradeoff between the production of S and G cells. 375
Under the fast regime, S cells are not favoured and the growth rate of G simply increases to its 376 maximum limit. However, if the maximum allowable growth rate increases beyond the limit of = 2, 377 production of S cells under the fast dispersal regime can be favoured. The key point is that under the 378 slow dispersal regime, production of S is always favoured to some extent. When dispersal time is fast, 379 production of S cells is favoured only if cell growth rate can increase to the point at which peak 380 population size is reduced (through early and rapid depletion of resources). In real systems it is likely 381 that cells would already be close to their maximum growth rate and thus further increases would 382 depend on rare beneficial mutations. In contrast, decreases in growth rate are readily achieved via 383 deleterious mutations. 384
DISCUSSION 385
The major evolutionary transitions in individuality pose some of the most intriguing and complex 386 problems in biology. Numerous perspectives have been offered, ranging from theoretical multi-level 387 selection frameworks 3,45-50 , to views that give prominence to explanations for the evolution of 388 cooperation 51-53 ; from perspectives that emphasise the importance of specific mechanisms 4,54-56 through 389 those, like us, that emphasise the pivotal importance of the origins of group-level Darwinian 390
properties 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 57, 58 . 391
Encompassed within these diverse views are central concepts that can appear ambiguous. This is 392 particularly true of scenarios in which ETIs are described in terms of "shifts in levels of selection", or 393 more specifically, shifts between multi-level selection frameworks MLS1 (where individual cells are 394 Darwinian) and MLS2 (where groups are Darwinian). A thorough analysis lead Okasha 3 to conclude 395 the existence of a "grey area" between early and later stages of ETIs where both a MLS1 and MLS2 396 perspective can be taken. Closely allied is the notion of "fitness decoupling" 39 -a sense that as 397 selection shifts from a lower to a higher level the fitness of the higher level decouples from that of the 398 lower -and the related idea of "de-Darwinisation" of lower level components 5 . While to the initiated 399 all these terms convey meaning, they remain largely metaphorical and descriptive (but see Michod and 400 Nedelcu 35 for a model): discussion of issues surrounding ETIs needs to become more mechanistic. 401
Our mechanistic approach places emphasis on simplicity, causality and gives prominence to ecological 402 factors. The ability of natural selection to act on collectives of cells depends on emergence of some 403 manifestation of heritable variance in fitness at the collective level. In our take-nothing-for-granted 404 approach the possibility that this arises from co-option of pre-existing cell-level traits was recognised, 405 but put aside. While resulting in a high bar, it gives emphasis to the fact that reproduction, heredity 406 and variation are derived traits and their existence should not be presumed 7,11,14,59 . It has also made 407 transparent a genuine dilemma, namely, the need to explain how Darwinian properties emerge from 408 non-Darwinian entities and thus by non-Darwinian means. If Darwinian properties do not pre-exist, 409 or cannot arise by co-option of pre-existing lower-level traits, then their earliest manifestation 410 necessarily lies in some exogenous factor(s). The solution we advocate involves recognising the 411 continuity between organisms and their environments; the idea that Darwinian-like properties can be 412 scaffolded by the environment in much the same way that reproduction in viruses is scaffolded by the 413 host cell 5 , or that development can be scaffolded by overlap of parts between parents and offspring 60 . 414
The mechanistic models outlined here show that certain ecological structures can scaffold Darwinian-415 like properties on collectives, causing the constituent cells to experience selective conditions as if they 416 were members of nascent multicellular organisms -even to the point where traits emerge that are 417 defining features of multicellular life. The circumstances are minimal: nothing more than patchily 418 distributed resources and a means of dispersal between patches. The existence of patches ensures that 419 variation among collectives is discreet, while establishment of future recurrences of patches via single 420 founding cells not only reinforces discreteness but is akin to reproduction. At the same time passage 421 through a single cell bottleneck establishes high fidelity between parent and offspring patches. 422
Together, this scenario combined with our mechanistic approach, captures in a single model, essential 423 features of the transition from cells to multicellular life including the transition between MLS1 and 424
MLS2 frameworks. 425
The second timescale is of critical importance in that it underpins a death-birth process at the level of 426 Parallels exist in models of virulence evolution in pathogens 63-68 . These are evident in the use of 436 mechanistic models, but also in the model structure and broader findings. The trade-off between 437 growth rate and dispersal has been previously studied, but differently framed. For example, in models of 438 the evolution of virulence, high external mortality of the host is known to favour the evolution of 439 virulence 68 . In our model this is equivalent to the case where dispersal acts on a fast time-scale compared 440 to peak population time. On the other hand, models on the trade-off between growth rate and growth 441 yield have shown longevity of the host to be critical for the evolution of growth rate 69 , which echos our 442 findings when the dispersal time is long. Given the similarity of our models and assumptions, it is likely 443 that other findings from this field may be important for understanding the consequences of ecological 444 scaffolding and the development of further models. In this direction, our model can be mapped directly 445 to a multi-strain susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) epidemic model 70,71 , where cell types correspond 446 to infected individuals with different pathogen strains and susceptible types are analogous to within-447 patch resources. This opens the possibility for modelling and even formulation of predictions regarding 448 viral division of labour 67 . 449
An at first unexpected, albeit important, subtlety surrounding the second timescale arises from its 450 frequency of occurrence relative to the initial growth rate of cells. Beginning from a position where the 451 growth rate of cells leads to suboptimal patch occupancy at the time of dispersal, as in Figure 3 , a 452 dispersal time that coincides with the exponential growth phase of cells drives an increase in cell growth 453 rate ( Figure 3C and 3D) , while also marginally increasing patch fitness. More significant though is the 454 fact that the fast dispersal regime is not conducive to the evolution of a reproductive division of labour. 455
Under the fast dispersal regime growth rate of cells is the sole factor governing patch success: any 456 reduction in total yield of G cells due to production of S cells is not offset by contributions that S cells 457 make to dispersal. 458
For the evolutionary emergence of a reproductive division of labour the second timescale needs to occur 459 when cells are not in exponential growth phase ( Figure 3A and 3B) . When evolutionary success 460 depends on being the fastest, limited opportunities exist for exploration of phenotypic novelty 72-74 . This 461 stems from the simple fact that manifestations of phenotypic novelty typically come at some cost to 462 growth rate. In other words, opportunities for evolution to explore phenotypic space require the 463 possibility that slow growing types not be excluded by selection. Selection comes to reward persistence 464 and not simply types that grow fastest. 465
There are additional aspects of the longer timescale that are illuminating. It is usual when discussing the 466 transition from cells to multicellular life to consider the cell the "lower level" and the group the "higher 467 level". Accordingly, the transition from cells to multicellular life is often referred to as a levels of 468 selection problem 3,5,45,48 . The same is true for any of the major ETIs. It is clear from our patch model 469 that the evolution of multicellular life might be better articulated as a problem to be solved by 470 understanding conditions leading to the emergence of a second timescale over which a birth-death 471 process operates on discretely packaged variation. This shift from levels to timescales does much to 472 clarify the kinds of conditions necessary to effect ETIs 22,37,38 . 473
The occurrence of ecological conditions in nature that generate birth-death dynamics at a timescale 474 longer than the doubling time of particles are likely rare, perhaps explaining why transitions to 475 multicellular life are rare 13,75 . Elsewhere we have articulated spatially structured environments afforded 476 by reeds in ponds about which surface-colonising microbial mats form, allowing cells to access oxygen 477 that is otherwise limiting. Periodic collapse of mats marks death events that allow the possibility that 478 new mats arise by dispersal from extant types 7,21 . Precisely this scenario underpinned design of on-going 479 lineage selection experiments exploring the evolution of multicellular life 19, 20 . 480
Once attention focusses on dispersal events, along with recognition that such events may effect 481 collective reproduction, then attention turns to emergence of simple primordial lifecycles. Those 482 involving more than a single phase, for example those involving soma-and germ-like phases, establish 483 by virtue of the life cycle, a second timescale over which selection acts 19 . A significant aspect of such life 484 cycles is the fact that birth-death events depend on the efficacy of developmental processes that become 485 the focus of selection. Indeed, the evolution of lifecycles is intimately connected to the transition of 486 multicellular life 9,13,76 . Even in our simple conceptual model, the moment that S cells have a selective 487 advantage, then a rudimentary life cycle manifests, with selection able to set the developmental 488 programme via effects on q, the rate at which S cells are produced. Arguably this marks an early step in 489 the process of endogenisation: the process by which externally imposed Darwinian-like properties 490 become integral features of the new entity 3,14 . Another possibility would be for S cells to provision new 491 environments with resources as does the cotyledon in a plant seed, thus freeing evolving collectives from 492 dependence on patchily distributed resources. In the Pseudomonas experiment, as generations of 493 selection have passed, dependence of the evolving lineages on the scaffold has lessened. This is 494 especially noticeable via evolution of a simple developmental programme controlling the switch 495 between soma-like and germ-like phases 19 . 496
Thus far we have been silent on cooperation and the causes of cooperation that typically feature so 497 prominently in discussions on the evolution of multicellular life 52,77 . There is no doubt that cooperation 498 and integration are basic features of multicellular organisms, but the scaffolding perspective does not 499 presuppose cooperation among cells as a necessary first step. Nonetheless behaviours (interactions) that 500 might reasonably be labelled as cooperation stand to evolve given appropriate ecological scaffolds. For 501 example, the slow growing cells favoured when dispersal time is slow ( Fig 3A, 4A and 5A) could be 502 labelled cooperating types because they show restraint in the face of plentiful resources and the fast 503 growing mutants arising within patches might be termed selfish types, but there is no need to use such 504 labels. Indeed, applying these labels brings focus to the individual cell, and detracts from the ecological 505 context and importance of timescales that is critical to scaffolding, and to where causal processes lie. 506
One behaviour often labelled as an extreme form of cooperation -suicidal altruism -is evident in 507 the S cells. Such behaviours can be seen from the perspective of single cells with the temptation to 508 invoke inclusive fitness 78 , but to do so, would be to ignore the importance of ecology 79 and population 509 structure 17 . It is the meta population structure determined by ecological circumstances that ensures 510 patches are founded by single cells and this both limits within patch conflict, while also being necessary 511 for the emergence and maintenance of a reproductive division of labour. In our model within-patch 512 close kinship is thus a consequence of environmental structure, with both group structure and kinship 513 being particularly conducive to evolutionary transitions in individuality 80, 81 . 514
In specifying our models, we have defined a minimal set of conditions that demonstrate the workings of 515 ecological scaffolding. This has allowed elucidation of a number of general features as discussed above. 516
The downside of a minimal model is the assumption of a strict set of ecological conditions. In 517 particular, we have assumed a single cell bottleneck. Patches are also independent, with no interaction 518 or migration of cells during the growth phase. This raises the question as to how these idealisations can 519 be relaxed and how robust the model and process of ecological scaffolding. 520
Manipulations of our model that introduce effects akin to those arising from variation in dispersal time 521
show that Darwinian properties imposed on collectives via an environment composed of patchily 522 distributed resources and a means of between patch dispersal are rather robust to effects arising from 523 asynchronous timing of dispersal. We have avoided exploring the effect of changes in other ecological 524 factors because of the need for a more sophisticated model that will be reported elsewhere. 525
Nonetheless, intuition -backed by findings from a new model -is that allowing patches to be 526 founded by more than a single cell has two effects. Firstly, it leads to much stronger within-patch 527 competition. Secondly, it reduces the relationship between patch phenotype (size at the time of 528 dispersal) and traits of the cells that determine cell growth rate. As discussed above, the bottleneck is key 529 for fitness decoupling as this allows slower growing cell types to spread. Under a slow dispersal regime, 530 increases in bottleneck size undermine the effects of patch-level selection, thus slowing the evolutionary 531 dynamic in a manner akin to reductions in the synchronicity of dispersal time. 532
The concept of ecological scaffolding has a number of applications and implications. In concluding we 533 mention briefly three areas. The first concerns the emergence of the first self-replicating chemistries at 534 the moment life emerges from non-living material. Recognition that Darwinian-like properties might 535 emerge from the interplay between chemistry and environment opens the door to conceptual and 536 experimental scenarios whereby chemistries that lack capacity for autonomous replication might begin 537 to transition, through a process of templated production of bioactive compounds, toward a replicative 538 process. Alkaline thermal vents appear to offer as much: these highly compartmentalised structures sit 539 at the interface between hydrogen-rich fluids arising from the flow of heated water across serpentine, 540
and acidic ocean waters with the possibility that carbon-dioxide is reduced to biologically active 541 species 82,83 . Ensuing "growth" of products within the porous compartments sets in place the possibility 542 of a replicative process. Incorporation of such ecological structures in future experimental designs may 543 provide Darwinian ingredients that are typically absent from explorations of the chemical origins of life. 544
The second area of relevance is infectious disease biology. To a pathogen, the eukaryotic host offers a 545 discrete patch of resource. Pathogens that rely on transmission for long-term persistence experience 546 selection over two timescales. Our model leads to the prediction that pathogens that passage through 547 restrictive bottlenecks, such as HIV, are likely to have evolved more complex life histories than 548 currently appreciated, involving, for example, a division of labour. This seems to be true of Salmonella 549 typhimurium that switches stochastically between slow growing virulent and fast growing avirulent cell 550 types, that invade the lumen, or colonise the gut, respectively. Cells that colonise the lumen, expressed 551 virulence factors and trigger the inflammatory response, which benefits the faster growing avirulent cells 552 in the gut. However, unlike cells in the gut, lumen colonising cells are killed by the intestinal innate 553 immune defences and are thus, like soma, an evolutionary dead-end 84 . A division of labour is also 554 hinted at in the case of HIV and other chronic RNA viruses in humans that appear to escape the 555 deleterious effects of short-sighted within-host evolution over prolonged time intervals. Growing 556 evidence suggests that this maybe attributable to establishment of germ-line-like lineages 85 . 557
The third example concerns application of ecological scaffolding for in vitro engineering of evolutionary 558 transitions and particularly for top-down engineering of microbial communities in which communities 559 eventually become a single symbiotic entity 21,77,86,87 . In the laboratory environment, and aided 560 particularly by advances in micro / millifluidic technologies, it is a relatively trivial matter to confine 561 populations and / or communities to thousands of discretised droplets that can then be subject to a 562 death-birth process 21,88 . In a forthcoming paper we detail this process and its outcome for the evolution 563 of interactions that build integrated communities. 564
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We are grateful to Joshua Wietz for critical review of the manuscript and valuable comment. We construct the simplest possible model to demonstrate the dynamics of two nested Darwinian 584 populations. We assume a fixed population of patches each provisioned with a fixed amount of resource 585 that is consumed by the cells in order to divide. The dynamics within each patch are independent with 586 cells undergoing a birth/ death process for a fixed length of time, , after which a dispersal event occurs 587 leading to the colonisation of a new generation of patches (with replenished resources). 588
We first describe the basic birth / death dynamics within a patch (with no mutations). Cells have a 589 mean life time that, without loss of generality is set to 1. We assume homogeneous mixing within the 590 patch and hence mass-action like dynamics governing the rate of reproduction of cells, which each 591 divide at a rate multiplied by the proportion of resource in the patch. Under these dynamics, the 592 number of cells and amount of resource within the patch follows modified Lotka-Volterra 593 equations 89,90 , where there is no replenishment of the resource, i.e., 594
where ( ) and ( ) are the number of cells and amount of resource at time respectively and is the 596 initial amount of resource in the patch. The initial conditions for these equations are (0) = 1, 597
representing the initial founding cell, and (0) = . The population initially grows exponentially with 598 the resource being depleted at the same rate. At some point, the resource becomes significantly depleted 599 leading to a reduction in growth rate. The population peaks once the rate of growth matches the rate 600 that cells die and the population of cells declines (the trajectories shown in Figure 1 are examples of 601 these dynamics). The total number of possible cell divisions and hence the peak population size is 602 limited by the initial amount of resource in the patch; high growth rates lead to large populations that 603 peak early, but which then also decrease quickly. 604
In the is simplest version of the model, we fix = 10 @ for all patches. To investigate how 605 environmental predictability affects the dynamics we can introduce variability into the within-patch 606 dynamics in two ways. We can let ∼ norm(10 @ , A ), i.e., the initial amount fo resource is sampled 607 from a normal distribution independently for each patch in a generation. For the formulation of the 608 model described above, where the growth rate is scaled by −1 , this amounts to assuming that the patch 609 volume scales with the initial resources, so the concentration remains fixed. Alternatively we can 610 introduce variability into the initial condition, (0) ∼ norm( , B ), while keeping fixed at 10 6 , 611 which then introduces variability in the initial concentration and hence the initial growth rate. 612
The possibility of mutations are added to the basic model, which are assumed to only affect the growth 613 rate of cells. For simplicity, possible growth rates are discretised (with step size ) so the model tracks 614 the populations of each type with a particular growth rate. As before, the mean life-span of all types is 615 fixed at 1. The single cell bottleneck and limit to the amount of growth within a patch imposes a strong 616 homogeneity on the composition of a patch. This is because mutants of the founding cell type cannot 617 reach appreciable numbers within a single growth phase and mutants produced by mutants are 618 correspondingly much rarer and can be ignored to a first approximation.Thus in our model we limit the 619 number of mutant types tracked to the first two, one step higher and lower than the founders growth 620 rate, (hence each patch has at most three strains within it). Thus if the founding cell has growth rate 0 , 621 the mutant strains will have growth rates D ± . 622
To model the dynamics of this expanded system we adopt a piecewise deterministic approach, where 623 the times of the introduction of new types (with different growth rates) via mutations are modelled 624 stochastically, but the growth dynamics between these times are modelled deterministically 91 . At each 625 division event we assume a probability, , of creating a child cell with a different growth rate, and hence 626 with probability 1 − a cell of the same type is produced. The times at which mutants are introduced 627
can then be stochastically simulated as outlined in the Supplementary Material. 
631
where is the growth rate of the 'th cell type and ( ) is the number mutant types currently in the 632 patch (so if ( ) = 0, only the initial colonising type is present). This is equivalent to Lotka-Volterra 633 dynamics with competition, but where resources are not replenished. An example trajectory from this 634 model is shown in Figure 2 . The use of a piecewise deterministic model, where times of new mutants 635 arising are stochastic but the growth dynamics are otherwise deterministic is a pragmatic comprise 636 between computational efficiency and realism, but ignores other stochastic effects, such as the time for 637 the cells to grow to an appreciable number before exponential growth is fully underway. Full stochastic 638 models 31 can account for this and display a distribution of patch sizes with a much larger variance 639 similar to simply including variance in concentration of resource as done in this paper. Forthcoming 640 work shows that the evolutionary dynamics are similar. 641
Simulation of the full model over multiple generations proceeds as follows. Each of the patches are 642 seeded with a single cell, with growth rates determined from the previous dispersal step. In the first 643 model, all patches experience the same fixed growth time until dispersal, . We can relax this by 644 allowing growth periods for individual patches within a generation to be sampled from a normal 645 distribution, ∼ norm( , 6 ), where is the variance and is now the mean. As dispersal is taken to 646 occur simultaneously across the patches, this variance in growth time is taken to arise in the time for the 647 cells to be first deposited in the patches after dispersal. 648 For the first model, the dispersal dynamics only depend on the numbers of cells within each patch. A 649 new generation of patches is founded by randomly selecting a patch in proportion to the number of 650 cells within it and then randomly selecting a cell, within the chosen patch, again in proportion to its 651 number within the patch. This procedure is equivalent to simply picking particles randomly from the 652 whole population of patches. Hence the larger the number of a given type within the population, the 653 more likely it is to be dispersed. This two-step procedure is simulated for a given number of generations 654 and quantities, such as the average growth rate within a generation, can be calculated. Because the 655 model is mechanistic, it is possible to track the genealogies of both the cells and patches, as shown in 656 Figure S4 in the supplementary material. 657
Sterile cell model 658
We take a similar approach to simulating this version of the model, employing a piecewise-deterministic 659 approximation where the times of the introduction of new types due to mutations are stochastic and the 660 birth / death dynamics are deterministic. As the S cells only interact with the G cells via competition for 661 resources and influence dispersal when they have reached an appreciable number, the growth of the S 662 types is assumed deterministic rather than stochastic. Hence between mutations, the dynamics evolve as where ( ) is the number of S cells in the patch. The initial conditions will be (0) = (1,0,0), (0) = 666 , and (0) = 0. This model introduces two new parameters: , which is the per event probability of 667 producing an S cell and , which is the rate at which S cells consume the resource. The parameter 668 remains fixed, but is subject to mutation. As the phenotype space is now two-dimensional the 669 scheme for generating mutants is different to the first model, but the number of new mutants remains 670 limited to the first two produced by the founding type. We assume that only G cells can be dispersed, 671 hence the bottleneck enforced by the dispersal mechanism means a patch is always seeded from a single 672 G type cell. More details of the simulation procedure and mutational process are given in the 673
Supplementary material. 674 675
For dispersal we assume the system to be composed of = 1, … , patches. Then let G (Z) be the number 676 of type and ( ) be the number of type S in patch . Each patch is founded by a single G cell with 677 phenotype ( , ) (Z) . These cells reproduce, mutate, and create S cells until the dispersal time, , at 678 which point a sample is taken from the resulting populations to create the next generation. This occurs 679 in two steps: 680 681 1. Randomly select a patch , in proportion to its weight, Z , which is function of the proportion of 682 its constituents, G (Z) = 0,1,2 and ( ) . 683 2. From the patch selected in step 1, randomly select a G cell from the total patch population. 684
685
To assign the weigh to patches in step 1, we use the function, 686
687
where is the additional benefit to the dispersal process per S cell in the patch. This can be interpreted 688 as the S cells aiding dispersal from the patch, for example by attracting the dispersal agent. If = 0, 689 then the dispersal process is as in the first model, i.e., the probability of choosing a patch is proportional 690 only to the number of G cells, so patches with more G cells at the time of dispersal are more likely to be 691 sampled from. 692 FIGURE CAPTIONS 860 861 Figure 1 . Scaffolding Darwinian properties. Patchily distributed resources provide opportunity for 862 two cell types (blue and green) to replicate (blue cells grow faster than green according to equation 1 863 (Box). Single cells of each type colonise discrete patches at time t = 0 and consume resources. 864
Difference in growth rate means the relationship between cell density and time differs for blue versus 865 green populations. Should a dispersal event occur during exponential growth (dashed line) then more 866 blue cells will be dispersed relative to green (A) and thus the blue population will be more successful 867 over the long term (B). Conversely, should dispersal occur at a later stage and after resources are 868 depleted (C), then the population of green cells will out compete green over the long term (D). dispersal (T=30). C and D are the same but with fast dispersal (T=10). Both regimes start with a 884 homogenous population of cells with = 1.8 and in both cases the average patch size increases, but for 885 slow dispersal this is achieved by cells decreasing their average growth rate. Figure 4 shows the 64 886 patches at the moment of dispersal for two single realisations (shown in red above) after a number of 887 generations. 888 889 cell, and C shows the mean patch fitness. Each grey line is a single stochastic realisation and the solid 907 and dashed lined are averages over 100 independent realisations for slow (T=30) and fast dispersal 908 (T=10) respectively. Panels D, E, and F, show the similar simulations, but where the probability of 909 dispersal from a patch is a function of both the number of G and S cells ( = 0.02). In all scenarios, the 910 maximum cell growth rate is limited to 2. Figure S8 shows the dynamics run over 2000 generations to 911 confirm that equilibrium is reached for the case where dispersal is slow and both cell types contribute 912 towards dispersal. 913 
